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SUB-COMMITTEE REPORTS 

 

CRIMINAL LAW COURT LIAISON  
 

 

Chairperson  : Suraj Singh  

 

 Deputy Chairperson : MK Thas   

 

    Members  : Salehuddin B. Saidin 

Mohd Haaziq Pillay Bin Abdullah 

     Nagarajan a/l Periasamy  

        Rajpal Singh  

      Teoh Lib Peng 

     Muhammad Rafique Bin  

                Rashid Ali    

     Varghese Onny 

     Afifuddin Bin Hafifi  

    K. Ramu 

    Jaspal Singh 

     Muhammad Hidhir Mustapa 

                   

 Ex-Officio  :  Kanarasan Ghandinesen 

     Tejindarpal Kaur 

 

 

The Sub-Committee members for this term were selected from lawyers who are active in 

criminal law practice. Some members were involved in the previous Sub-Committee whilst some 

are new to the Sub-Committee. 

 

The Sub-Committee has been very active this term. The Sub-Committee arranged numerous 

meetings and discussions with various agencies including the Police, AG’s Chambers and the 

Judiciary to address all issues affecting criminal law practice. The Sub-Committee would obtain 

feedback from members and meet up before each meeting to discuss the issues raised before 

addressing them at the meetings with the agencies.   

  

Meeting with Pengarah Mahkamah Selangor And The Heads Of Prosecution For Selangor 

And Kuala Lumpur – 23
rd

 May 2012 
 

The following issues were addressed at the meeting: 

 

1) The AG's office in Kuala Lumpur has taken over prosecution of cases in Ampang, 

Selayang and Petaling Jaya. 

 

Suraj Singh  
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2) All representations for these three courts must be addressed to the AG's office in Kuala 

Lumpur. Representations for the other courts in Selangor will continue to be forwarded to 

the AG's office in Shah Alam. 

 

3) For commercial crime cases under section 420 of the Penal Code, in event the value of the 

subject matter is RM250,000 or below, then the accused will be charged at the Magistrates 

Courts. In event the value is higher than RM250,000, then the accused will be charged at 

the Sessions Courts. 

 

4) For drug trafficking cases under section 39B of the Dangerous Drugs Act, when a person is 

charged at the Magistrates Courts, the Magistrate shall give a mention date for the case 

within 1 to 1½ months and thereafter to transmit the matter to the High Court immediately. 

 

5) Commercial crime matters which originated from Petaling Jaya and Subang Jaya which 

has not been fixed for hearing in Shah Alam shall be transferred back to the Petaling Jaya 

Criminal Courts for the Trial. This is due to the work load and sudden increase of cases at 

Shah Alam Commercial Criminal Courts. 

 

 

Meeting with AG’s Chambers of Kuala Lumpur – 13
th

 July 2012 
 

The following issues were addressed at the meeting: 

 

1) Documents not being served to lawyers or the accused before trial; 

 

2) Section 51A of the Criminal Procedure Code not being adhered to and not strictly followed 

by the DPP's. 

 

3) DPP's meeting magistrates in chambers without the presence of counsel. 

 

4) Representations unfairly not being considered. 

 

5) Investigation papers not being brought on time for court proceedings; 

 

6) Delay in transmitting cases to the High Court i.e. murder, drug cases and kidnapping cases. 

 

7) Delay in Chemist Report being brought to court. 

 

8) Lawyers not allowed to interview client before Remand proceedings; 

 

9) Implementation of YBGK  
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Meeting with CPO Selangor & Heads of Department – 21
st
 Sept 2012 

 

The following issues were addressed at the meeting: 

 

1) The Police assured us that they have always conducted their investigations based on facts 

and are not influenced by any politics and are trying their very best to bring down the 

crime rate.  

 

2) The Police explained steps taken to reduce crime which include extra patrolling, 

community policing and additional police force.  

 

3) To address the problem of delay in bringing Investigation Papers (IP) to court, the Police 

agreed place an officer at each district to monitor the delay and will take disciplinary action 

against errant officers. 

 

4) To address the delay in collection of chemist reports, the Police agreed to direct 

Investigation Officers to follow up with the Chemist Department to obtain the report within 

1 to 2 months. 

 

5) To address the problem faced by lawyers in contacting Investigating Officers to obtain 

information regarding arrest of an accused and remand proceedings, the Police requested 

lawyers to contact the Head of the Criminal Investigation Department/Ketua Bahagian 

Siasatan Jenayah Daerah of that particular District who in turn will contact the IO. The list 

of names and contact numbers of all respective Heads were provided. 

 

6) The CPO assured us that there are no ‘road show’ cases and that arrests made are strictly 

and solely to investigate the crime arrested. 

 

7) Issue of lawyers being threatened were also raised and we requested  special attention be 

given to lawyers for their protection in discharging their duties once a Police report is 

lodged by a lawyer. The Police agreed. 

  

 

Meeting with Managing Judge of Selangor Criminal High Court - 5
th

 Oct 2012 
 

The following issues were addressed at the meeting: 

 

1) To address the delay in High Court criminal cases, it was agreed that case management of 

cases will be mentioned only once before the MJU, and thereafter the High Court Judge 

will manage the case. 

 

2) It was agreed that in event of changes to case management dates, notice of such changes 

shall be given to lawyers at least 2 weeks before the new date. 

 

3) It was agreed that lawyers are permitted to get assistance from Court appointed interpreters 

to interview foreign OKT clients in Court. 
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4) It was agreed that if there are any reduction in charges by AG's chambers, lawyers should 

be notified in advance to enable lawyers to advice their clients. 

 

5) It was agreed that if an accused has been given a discharge by the court and he is 

subsequently recharged for the same offence, his trial should be reinstated and be 

continued for Hearing by the same judge if the judge is still presiding at the same court, 

failing which a new judge will complete the matter. 

 

6) We requested for the MJU room be changed with the auction room as the auction center is 

nearer to the lockup and more convenient for lawyers. 

 

7) Judges confirmed that there are no KPIs or directions for Judges to hurry a trial or to push 

for early Hearing dates. 

 

8) We requested that lawyers must be given time to cross-examine their witnesses and not to 

be interrupted by judges. We further requested judges to be fair and patient in conducting a 

Trial. 

 

9) Judges requested lawyers who are going to discharge themselves from any case, to notify 

the courts one month in advance to enable the court to assign another counsel soonest 

possible. 

 

10) Judges advised assigned lawyers to submit their claims within 30 days. 

 

11) Judges agreed with us that DPPs should carry out plea bargaining and pre-trial conference. 

 

 

Meeting with AG’s Chambers of Selangor – 23
rd

 Oct 2012 

 
The following issues were addressed at the meeting: 

 

1) AG’s Chambers to inform lawyers early where  reduction from drug trafficking to drug 

possession was offered. 

 

2) Delay during case management because documents not ready. A meeting with all agencies 

to held to address this problem. Further agreed that case management will be done before 

the High Court Judge from November onwards. 

 

3) If an accused has been given a discharge by the court and he is subsequently recharged for 

the same offence, his trial should be reinstated and be continued for Hearing by the same 

judge if the judge is still presiding at the same court, failing which a new judge will 

complete the matter. 

 

4) To re-consider appealing against sentencing in ‘binding over’ cases involving first time 

offenders or young offenders.  
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5) AG’s Chambers should practice plea bargaining. To this end, a senior DPP should be 

stationed at every district to make immediate decisions on proposed sentencing. 

 

6) DPPs have a duty to inform an unrepresented accused of YBGK. 

 

7) AG’s Chambers should participate in pre-trial conference to enable issues to be resolved 

quickly. 

 

8) Written Submissions should be served on lawyers before the Hearing date and not on the 

Hearing date itself. 

 

 

Meeting with Managing Judge of Selangor Subordinate Courts - 9
th

 Nov 2012 
 

The following issues were addressed at the meeting: 

 

1) It was agreed that Hearing dates should not only be fixed on dates which are suitable for 

lawyers. 

 

2) It was agreed that no matter should proceed in absence of counsel. 

 

3) It was agreed that if an accused has been given a discharge by the court and he is 

subsequently recharged for the same offence, his trial should be reinstated and be 

continued for Hearing by the same judge if the judge is still presiding at the same court, 

failing which a new judge will complete the matter. 

 

4) It was agreed that Courts should provide a copy of charge sheet if requested by lawyer. 

 

5) It was agreed that oral application for stay after conviction can be heard and given. 

 

6) Other matters that were discussed include touting in courts and criminal matters being 

called up early without notification to counsel. 

 

Full reports of all meetings held have been circulated to members. 

 

It was a memorable year for us. I wish to thank Mr. Kanarasan and Mr. Rajpal Singh, the 

Selangor Bar Committee and members of the Selangor Bar for the confidence and support given 

to us. It was due to their support that made us achieve our goals during a short period of time. 

 

I would further like to thank my Deputy Chairperson, Mr. MK Thas, for his support and 

assistance throughout this year which made it possible for us to participate actively in the various 

meetings and discussions held. I must also thank all my Sub-Committee members who had been 

very supportive and given me the encouragement to proceed further. 
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I hope that this Sub-Committee had contributed effectively on the relevant and current issues 

pertaining to the development of Criminal Law in Selangor. 

 

I look forward to improve our efforts in the years ahead. 

 

Thank you. 

 

 

Report submitted by 

 

Suraj Singh  

Chairperson, 

Criminal Law Court Liaison Sub-Committee  
 

           

           

 


